YEAR 6
Addition

Subtraction
ThHTU – ThHTU then any number of
digits.

Promote
decision
making so that
pupils choose
an appropriate
method/strateg
y

Appropriate use of a calculator including
interpretation of displays.

TU x TU

Explain the effect of dividing by1000.
Extend methods to include Th HTU by TU.

78

16 (2 x 8)
140 (2 x 70)
320 (40 x 8)
+2800 (40 x 70)

6467 – 2684

Compact (long)
78
x42

Use of calculator for interpreting the quotient by entering a
fraction to find the decimal equivalent.

+3120
3276
13.6 – 2.8 = 10.8

Use long division only with pupils who are secure with number
sense and place value.
384  16

Record partial tables.

1

Appropriate
teaching/use of
the calculator
including

Use a calculator appropriately, approximating first.

“What do I know about the divisor?”

156

Approximate
using the most
significant
digits and a feel
for the ‘whole’
number.

Continue to use the short division method when the two digit
divisor is up to 12 or is a easily recognisable multiple eg 20, 25
or 50.

3276

Ensure
understanding
of standard
written method.

Continue
ThHTU +
ThHTU then
calculations
with any
number of
digits.

Division
Know all multiplication facts and corresponding division facts
to 12 x 12 and beyond and be able to apply them.

x 42

Money, measures and real life contexts.
Continue the
use of informal
methods and
number lines.

Multiplication
ThHTU x TU and HTU x TU and including
decimals.

Involve decimals, money and measures through
approximation and appropriate use of the
calculator.

Long division

__24
16 ) 3864

(38÷16=2 r 6;
2x16=32)

Addition either mentally or by column addition.
Decimals. Teach children how to use known facts
to build new facts according to the place value
required, e.g.
3x4

– 32 

(bring the 4 down)

64

(16 into 64=4;
4x16=64)

=12

3x0.4 = 1.2
3x0.04 = 0.12

(thinking not
generally recorded)

– 64
0

(no remainder)

interpreting the
display, e.g.
money or
measures.

0.75 x 6

Continue to make use of partitioning and the number line for
repeated addition where appropriate.

0.7 x 6 = 4.2
944 ÷ 22 =
0.05 x 6 = 0.3
What do I know about the divisor?

Calculator
display 0.37 is
then interpreted
as 37p in the
context of
money. Remind
4p = 0.04
Calculator
display £1.4 is
interpreted as
£1.40
7648
+ 1486
9134
111

Decimal points
are fixed on the
line with digits
in the squares.
Decimals, fill
‘empty
columns’ with
zeros.

0.75 x 6 = 4.5
Express the remainder as a fraction or decimal.
Grid method based upon very secure place value.
Overcoming Barriers L4/5
Division giving a decimal answer, e.g. Divide 9 by 5 giving your
answer as a decimal.
Move on to more complex calculations when secure
324.9 – 7.25

124.90
+

7.25
132.15
11

÷ 8 = 0.04;

e.g. 26 x 0.75 = 19.5
26.00
x 0.75
14.00 (20 x 0.7)
1.00 (20 x 0.05)
4.20 (6 x 0.7)
0.30 (6 x 0.05)
19.50
Mike works out that 14 × 12 = 168. What is 14 × 1.2?
How do you know?

124.9 + 7.25

Missing number calculations, e.g.

Use a written method to calculate 24 × 13. What do
you need to change to show a similar method to work
out 2.4 × 13?
Use a written method to find the area of a swimming
pool which is 25 m long and 7.5 m wide.

0.6 ×

= 4.2

Complete the missing sections to work out 35 × 2.1 :

Which is closer to 100: 5.2 × 17 or 7.2 × 15? Use
written methods to prove your answer.

National
Curriculum
Statement
Read, write,
order and
compare
numbers up to
10 000 000
and
determine the
value of each
digit.

Fluency

Reasoning

Problem Solving

Round any
whole
number to a
required
degree of
accuracy.

Use negative
numbers in
context, and
calculate
intervals
across zero.

Solve addition
and
subtraction
multi step
problems in
contexts,
deciding
which
operations
and
methods to
use and
why.

Solve
problems
involving
addition,
subtraction,
multiplication
and division.

Multiply
multi-digit
number up
to 4 digits by
a 2 digit
number
using the
formal
written
method of
long
multiplication.

Divide
numbers up to
4 digits
by a 2 digit
whole number
using the
formal
written
method of
long division,&
interpret
remainders as
whole
number
remainders,
fractions
or by rounding
as appropriate
for the
context.

Use written
division
methods in
cases where
the answer
has up to two
decimal
places.

Perform
mental
calculations,
including with
mixed
operations
and large
numbers.

Identify
common
factors,
common
multiples and
prime
numbers.

Use their
knowledge of
the order of
operations to
carry out
calculations
involving the
four
operations.

Use
estimation to
check
answers to
calculations
and determine
in the
context of a
problem, an
appropriate
degree of
accuracy.

Identify the
value of each
digit in
numbers given
to three
decimal places
and multiply
numbers by
10, 100 and
1000 giving
answers up to
3dp.

Multiply one
digit numbers
with up to 2dp
by whole
numbers.

Solve
problems
which require
answers to be
rounded to
specified
degrees of
accuracy.

